Guider cryptoc crosswork No 29,105 set by Brummie

Across
9  Academic with a special quality — always diminished as an exploiter (9)
10  Some lines about cinema (5)
11  Lifelike cast? Yes and no (5,4)
12  Note house beer’s off around five (9)
13  Aim to take hunted animals when mating is imminent? (7)
14  Expressions of hesitation about telltale’s slip (7)
17  Bear in cave (if switched round) (5)
19  That’s remiss, whichever way you view it (3)
20  Get away from studio head and press (5)
21  Being without oxygen somehow deters shipworms (7)
22  Bob's rather twee, Roger admitted (7)
24  Player, chirpy thing, about to make comeback (9)
26  Keep Somalian boxing course (5)
28  Heathen state taken by Greek god (5)
29  They clean the cheap seats (9)

Down
1  Head of secondary school’s an excessively studious type (4)
2  Question a way to present a doomed queen (6)
3  Overbearing drunk had to accept sorry end (4-6)
4  Sense alien is circling island — creature from the depths? (6)
5  Drink in bed provoked a tense player’s stroke (8)
6  Thumb book: Sepulchre (4)
7  Discerning person put off holding court ball (8)
8  Joint provided by Kennedy's firstborn (4)
13  Country dancing finally commandeered by criminal type (5)
15  Revival of Greece runs out (10)
16  ‘Quiet, dear’ is an example of preservation (5)
18  Wishes to dispose of capital income (8)
19  It could help in making a child try a transport system (4,4)
22  President’s minder takes Trump’s lead (6)
23  Poetic lines getting controversial treatment in collection (6)
24  Feature of Superman’s head (4)
25  Considering dropping spare member on board (4)
27  See 11
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